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Abstract—An increasing interest is growing around the idea of microservices and the promise of improving scalability when compared

to monolithic systems. Several companies are evaluating pros and cons of a complex migration. In particular, financial institutions are

positioned in a difficult situation due to the economic climate and the appearance of agile competitors that can navigate in a more

flexible legal framework and started their business since day one with more agile architectures and without being bounded to outdated

technological standard. In this paper, we present a real world case study in order to demonstrate how scalability is positively affected by

re-implementing a monolithic architecture (MA) into a microservices architecture (MSA). The case study is based on the FX Core

system, a mission critical system of Danske Bank, the largest bank in Denmark and one of the leading financial institutions in Northern

Europe. The technical problem that has been addressed and solved in this paper is the identification of a repeatable migration process

that can be used to convert a real world Monolithic architecture into a Microservices architecture in the specific setting of financial

domain, typically characterized by legacy systems and batch-based processing on heterogeneous data sources.

Index Terms—Service computing, software architecture, scalability, microservices
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE history of software architectures has been character-
ized in the last fewdecades by a progressive shift towards

distribution, modularization, and loose coupling. The main
purpose is increasing code reuse and robustness [1], a neces-
sity dictated by the need of increasing software quality, not
only in safety and financial-critical applications, but also in
more common off-the-shelf software packages.

In service-oriented architectures [2], the emphasis was
on cross-boundaries inter-organization technology-agnostic
communication, and on orchestration of business processes
[3]. The research community dedicated significant attention
to foundational aspects, such as correctness and verifiability
of service composition [4]. Nonetheless, little effort was
spent on defining the nature of the internal logic of services,
on scalability and maintainability issues, concerns of major
importance formodern organizations.

The latest step in this process is the microservice architecture
(MSA). Inspired by service-oriented computing, MSA aims to
change the way in which software is perceived, conceived,
and designed [5]. A number of programming languages based
on this new paradigm are emerging. As an example, Jolie [6]
allows describing computation from a data-driven perspec-
tive, instead of a process-driven one [7], and introduces as first-
class entities concepts that are fundamental tomicroservices [8].

The shift towards MSA is a sensitive topic these days, as
several companies are deeply refactoring their back-end
systems, which is the case of the institution considered in
this paper (i.e., the FX Core of Danske Bank). MSA paradigm
relies upon simple principles [5]:

� Bounded Context: first introduced in [9], this concept
captures one of the key properties of MSA: focus on
business capabilities. Related functionalities are
combined into a single business capability which is
then implemented as a service.

� Size: this represents a crucial concept for microservi-
ces and brings major benefits in terms of service
maintainability and extendability. Idiomatic use of a
MSA suggests that if a service is too large, it should
be refined into two or more services, thus preserving
granularity and maintaining focus on providing
only a single business capability.

� Independency: this concept encourages loose coupling
and high cohesion by stating that each service in
MSA is operationally independent from others, and
the only form of communication between services is
through their published interfaces.

The MSA style enables to handle scalability almost out of
the box, since that many of the techniques and principles
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used are inherently beneficial to scalability. Such character-
istics have first been introduced in [10], although no practi-
cal case study has been considered in that contribution.

In this paper, we consider a real world case study concern-
ing themigration of amission critical system from an existing
monolithic architecture (MA) toMSA, i.e., the FX Core system
of Danske Bank, the largest bank in Denmark and one of the
leading financial institutions in northern Europe. The contri-
bution of the paper is threefold. First, we highlight the key
technical aspects that need to be considered for full system
scalability in the microservice context. Second, we show how
a real world MA can be converted into a MSA, and we high-
light the resulting benefits of thismigration. Finally,we study
in detail how scalability has positively been affected by this
paradigm transition. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first fully and publicly documented real world migration of a
mission-criticalMA toMSA.

Outline of the Paper. The paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 summarizes the related work in the monoliths
migration topic, Section 3 discusses the technical aspects to
consider, in order to exploit the scalability potential of micro-
services. In Section 4 the Danske Bank FX Core system func-
tionalities are described, as well as its general structure. The
legacyMA is then presented in Section 5, while the proposed
MSA appears in Section 6. The comparison between the two
architectures is detailed in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the
paperwith the lessons learned and open research challenges.

2 RELATED WORK

Since the 2014, as shown by Balalaie et al. [11], MSA has
steadily grown as a concept, and plenty of businesses
decided to migrate their MA and service-oriented architec-
tures (SOA) to MSA. Taibi et al. [12] conducted an empirical
investigation through interviews to experienced practi-
tioners, and outlined three migration processes adopted.
Among the motivations for migration, both maintainability
and scalability are the common ones. Unsurprisingly, the
main issue was the monetary expenditure.

In another study, Knoche and Hasselbring [13] report
that discussions with practitioners highlighted that industry
looks at MSA as a promising way to solve maintainability
issues, even in those cases where scalability is not a critical
priority. The authors provide a decomposition process to
achieve an incremental migration, which is the most com-
mon approach, and argue that for critical deployments it is
better to implement new functionalities within the MA, and
then incrementally migrate all the services, starting with the
clients applications.

Di Francesco et al. [14] conducted another empirical study,
similar to the one conducted by Taibi et al. [12] putting
greater focus on the details of each migration phase, as well
as analyzing migrations both from MA and SOA. In particu-
lar, the work shows that more than half of the migrations did
not migrate the existing data together with the architecture.
The authors argue that this does not align well with two
microservices typical principles: hiding internal implementa-
tions details, andmanaging data in a decentralized fashion.

In 2015, Levcovitz et al. [15] proposed a technique to
identify, within monoliths, service candidates for migrat-
ing to microservices based on mapping the dependencies

between databases, business functions, and facades. To the
best of our knowledge, apart from our work, this is the only
publication that discusses migration techniques applied to a
specific banking case study. Moreover, while their approach
aims to automatize the migration from the legacy monolith,
our case study was primarily business-driven. Therefore,
our approach had to be necessarily manual and iterative.

Again, Balalaie et al. [11], [16] reported their experience of
performing an incremental migration of a mobile back-end
as a service (MBaaS) tomicroservices, couplingwith DevOps
methodologies. The authors caution a posteriori about two
important lessons learned. First, migration can introduce
small errors in service contracts that can potentially break
down a substantial part of the architecture. Second, a MSA is
not a silver bullet, as it can bring scalability to services, but it
can introduce higher complexity as well.

Following the previous works, the authors collected and
reported some empirical migration patterns derived from
medium to large-scale industrial projects, aiming to help
others to perform a smooth migration [17]. They evaluate
such patterns through qualitative empirical research, and
cite as future work the development of a pattern language
that would allow to automatically compose the patterns.

In a recent work, Furda et al. [18] agree on defining the
migration to MSA a promising way to modernize MA and
to full-scale utilize cloud computing. Moreover, they iden-
tify three major challenges in migrating a MA to MSA,
namely: multitenancy, statefulness, and data consistency.

3 MSA AND SCALABILITY

Proponents of MSA claim that per se this style increases sys-
tem scalability. However, it is necessary to pay particular
attention to certain technical features, to fully enable its
potential. This section covers all the aspects that need to be
taken care of, in order to achieve full scalability: automation,
orchestration, service discovery, load balancing, and clustering.

Automation. In a MA, at times it is possible to manually
manage the system and the hosts on which it is running.
However, as soon as the system scales, the number of hosts
may increase leading to a hard-to-maintain system. This
applies to MSA too, as services are scattered across multiple
hosts, with each one running multiple services. Manually
managing a MSA would result in an enormous overhead,
since deployment, configuration, and maintenance extends
to each and every service instance and host. Every time a
new service or host is introduced, the system requires an
increasing amount of time for manual management. When
standard management activities (i.e., builds, tests, deploy-
ment, configuration, host provisioning, and relocation of
services) are automated, the introduction of new services
does not imply a management overhead. Only maintenance
of scripts is required, and developers are expected to man-
age all the system via automation. The bottom line is auto-
mation of growth-sensitive tasks, in order to contain the
time overhead.

Orchestration. In MSA, orchestration is necessary for
managing service containers and infrastructure. Without an
orchestration system, engineers would have to develop and
maintain themselves a number of necessary features for a
large scale system. Open source orchestration systems such
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as Google Kubernetes [19], Mesosphere Marathon [20] and
Docker built-in Swarm Mode [21] all provide a number of
features which are necessary to achieve scalability, such as
service discovery, load balancing and cluster management.
Orchestration systems also handle replication of services
and distribution of replicas across the nodes.

Service Discovery. Widespread diffusion of the traditional
SOA failed due to fundamental shortcomings related to ser-
vice discovery and, in particular, dynamic binding and
invocation [22]. Microservices and orchestration tools are
trying to overcome these issues.

MSA consists of many services, and a mechanism has to
be deployed to keep track which instances are running and
how to reach them. This is typically done with a service dis-
covery tool, either a separate service such as Consul [23], or
as part of the aforementioned orchestration tools. Service
discovery provides more than simple DNS lookups, it also
includes health-checking mechanisms that ensure that the
services it resolves names to are actually alive and available.

Service discovery is a must in MSA, since services do not
have static IP addresses and require a mapping from a host-
name. Service discovery can make use of locality, resolving
hostnames to the service instance that is closest to the
requester, hereby achieving geographical scalability. Service
discovery also creates the illusion of interacting with a sin-
gle service, although a sequence of requests actually might
be handled by multiple service replicas.

Load Balancing. Load balancing is critical for service discov-
ery, necessary to ensure that load is equally balanced across
service replicas. This can be done in a number of ways, such
as by using DNS mechanisms to resolve hostnames, or look-
ing up for a different replica IP each time. The latter option
can be achieved through a dispatcher server that hands out
replicas IPs (based on some scheduling algorithm), or by
appointing clients themselves to decide which replica
should be used. Typically implemented as part of service
discovery and orchestration, if services integrate via a mes-
saging system, distributing messages and events to different
replicas can help to distribute load.

Clustering. MSAs can be deployed on a single host, but
this would not contribute to scalability. To enable full scal-
ability, deployment has to happen on a cluster of hosts.
Clustering enables a system to utilize multiple hosts resour-
ces as a single system. It also enables elasticity in the form
of expansion with additional hosts when needed and
decrease of hosts when not. This may be achieved without
clustering, but it would require the entire system to run on
each host, like vertically scaled MAs.

Clusters can be configured and run with a variety of
tools but, if containerization is used, it is typically part of
the orchestration. Orchestration tools allow services and
replicas to spread across the cluster (while ensuring that
they can reach each other), enabling higher availability,
increased resilience and better load scalability.

Running services in a cluster, requires them to either run
actively in parallel or, in the case of infrastructure and data
storage, to use clustering mechanisms in order to collabo-
rate. These clustering mechanisms differ depending on their
requirements to performance, consistency, availability etc.,
but are typically included in scalable messaging systems,
such as RabbitMQ [24], and databases such as Redis [25].

4 DANSKE BANK FX CORE SYSTEM

The Danske Bank FX Core system is a paradigmatic case
study to demonstrate how to effectively migrate from a MA
to a MSA, and how this affects scalability. The documenta-
tion of the original system architecture was sparse and the
vast majority of technical details have been obtained by
direct conversations, interviews and discussions with the
FX Core team, and by manually inspecting the source code.
This was a lengthy process given the complexity of the MA.
The outcome of this process is reported in this paper, where
we describe the system in terms of responsibilities and orga-
nization. All confidential information, such as concrete
names of protocols, external providers and specific services
has been withheld in order for the results to be published.

4.1 Foreign Exchange

Foreign Exchange, often abbreviated as forex or FX, is the con-
version from one currency to another. Exchange of currencies
is of interest to private individuals, corporations, financial
institutions, and governments. FX encompasses everything,
from private transactions performed in foreign countries
(e.g., use of credit cards while traveling), to corporations
working with foreign markets. FX has become the largest
financial market in the world, averaging a daily transaction
volume of roughly 5 trillion dollars, with single transactions
reaching the 100 millions of dollars. Unlike the centralized
stock exchange, FX is decentralized and pen 24 hours a day,
five days a week [26]. Transactions happen over-the-counter
(OTC), which means that traders (typically large multina-
tional banks) negotiate directlywith each other.

4.2 FX IT

The FX IT (Fig. 1) system is part of the banks Corporates and
Institutions (C&I) department and handles price streaming,
trades, line-checks, and associated tasks, such as analy-
tics and post-trade management. FX IT acts as a gateway
between the international markets and Danske Bank clients,
mainly large financial institutions and multi-national corpo-
rations. Such institutions continuously process currency pri-
ces and calculate margins to reduce important risks on swaps

Fig. 1. FX IT handles both price streaming and requests for trades and
line-checks from global markets. Prices of currency pairs are streamed
to FX IT, which then calculates prices of specific trades, before stream-
ing them to external and internal clients. Clients can request FX IT for
trades or line-checks on the prices they have received. Clients are
usually Danske Bank internal traders and external customers, but trade
and line-check requests can also be received from the markets, when
banks wish to exchange currencies directly. FX Core is part of FX IT, but
handles tasks associated with trades and line-checks, thus not handling
any of the price streaming and stream processing.
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and forwards, before streaming final prices to their clients.
Then, clients can act on a price by registering a trade, or
check if they have the required collateral with line-checks.

4.3 FX Core

The FX Core system is part of FX IT and it handles trades
and line-checks. This includes registration, validation and
post-trade management. Below there is a brief description
of the two main responsibilities of FX Core.

LineChecks are used to check whether a client has the
financial collateral to perform a trade and how a trade will
affect said collateral, also called their Line. This collateral
can be a multitude of financial assets, e.g., stocks, bonds or
cash. Line-checks are always executed as part of a trade, but
is also run separately, so Danske Bank traders can ensure
that their customers are capable of requested trades.

Trades are received from both Danske Bank clients and
external providers, i.e., external clients and markets. The trade
is then validated and line-checked, before being registered.
Depending on the type of trade, the trade is either per-
formed immediately, (i.e., a spot trade), or registered in the
system as a contract for future execution (i.e., swaps and for-
wards). When the trade is executed, financial assets are
moved between banking books. After a trade has been regis-
tered, a number of actions can be executed: trades can be
joined to ease administration or split into smaller ones to
reduce margins, forward and swap contracts can be extended
or pre-settled, and trades can be corrected or deleted by
internal clients. Additionally, the system can also run batch

jobs in order to balance books between departments, or to
analyze trades.

5 FX CORE MONOLITH

In this section, in order to evaluate the benefits of a MSA FX
Core implementation, we cover the old MA. This includes
an overview of the architecture, how it copes with scaling,
the scalability techniques applied, and the related achieve-
ments. We also depict other problems, non-related to scal-
ing, that motivated the system redesign.

5.1 Architecture

Danske Bank monolithic system was in part already service-
based, as it can be seen in Fig. 2. The system copes with scale
in a variety of different ways. The services are deployable
individually, and are actually already replicated and
deployed across a cluster. The system also utilizes APIs as
interfaces for clients to interact with the services of the sys-
tem, and a messaging system to delegate received requests
from external providers. At a first sight, it looks like an ideal
and scalable solution. However, Danske Bank has experi-
enced severe challenges when trying to rapidly develop the
system and deploying consistent changes, and in general in
handling system complexity. We will describe here systems
components, how they integrate and how they are deployed.

5.1.1 System Components

The MA, shown in Fig. 2, is componentized in a variety of
ways. The system utilizes both services, shared software
libraries and thick desktop clients. This section will briefly
cover each of these components, their type and their respon-
sibilities, in order to give an idea of how functionalities and
data is distributed across the system. The thick clients will
not be covered, as they are not going to be replaced by the
MSA, but simply be updated to interface with it.

External APIs. The external APIs integrate with external
providers of trades and line-checks, not mentioned explic-
itly due to confidentiality reasons. APIs have open TCP
sockets to communicate with external providers. The APIs
receive requests for trade and line-checks from different
providers, each with their own trading protocol, and feed
them into the system via the messaging queues in RabbitMQ
[24]. The protocols are not translated by the APIs, so
requests are simply wrapped in messages and fed to the
system as is. The APIs are two-way, to notify the external
providers with status of their line-checks and trades, and
receive responses via RabbitMQ as well.

ForexAPI. The ForexAPI receives all requests for trades
and line-checks from the external APIs through RabbitMQ.
It translates the proprietary protocols from the APIs to a
uniform local format, and the other way around when
responding. Some integration with RequestService is done
via RPC and some through ForexData, which is shared
between the two. ForexAPI also provides interfaces to exter-
nal clients and users for several system functionalities,
which it either handles itself or mediates to RequestService.
This also means that the ForexAPI knows of most functional-
ity in the system, resulting in unintended functionalities
having been implemented directly in the service over time.

Fig. 2. Danske Bank MA. Red services are infrastructure services, green
are part of the monolith, blue is the client, yellow are external provider
APIs and grey are external Danske Bank systems. The external provider
APIs are part of the monolith and consist of multiple services, with each
one connecting to a different provider. Their names have been excluded
due to confidentiality. The ForexData database is one big monolithic MS
SQL database, shared amongst many of the monolithic components
and also accessed by external systems.
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RequestService. The RequestService receives requests for
trades and line-checks from ForexAPI and feeds them to the
mainframe. Beyond this, the service provides data and info-
rmation from the mainframe and ForexData to the ForexClient.
Most of the business logic lies within this service as well,
including authentication of clients and requests, trade respon-
sibility assignment, trade validation, trade registration, and
line-check processingwith data from themainframe.

The RequestService shares part of its business logic with
the ForexAPI, for example trade registration logic, and the
knowledge of all protocols from the external APIs. Records
of all received messages and trades processed are stored in
the database ForexData.

ForexData and ForexBasicData. The states of both ForexAPI
and RequestService are persisted in the relational SQL data-
base ForexData, which includes records of trades alongside
with the original raw messages from the external APIs. The
data is also used to integrate some of the trade-registration
logic, spread across ForexAPI and RequestService. The Fore-
xBasicData service synchronizes some of the often accessed
static data from the mainframe database in order to speed
up access, acting therefore like a cache. However, differ-
ently from a cache, some data is sometimes also synchro-
nized down to the mainframe from ForexData.

PushService. It listens to updates on trades and line-
checks in the mainframe and fetches additional information
from the ForexAPI. It pushes updates to the ForexClient.

Shared Libraries. Following the Do not Repeat Yourself
(DRY) principle [27], a number of shared libraries and

components have been created, which are used across the
system. These can be seen in the upper left corner, in Fig. 2.
They are simple .NET DLLs, which are maintained and used
across almost all components of the system and include a
unified model in Models and access to the database through
DataAccess. The libraries have dependencies between each
other, resulting in difficulties when it comes to updates.

Mainframe and DB2. Although the mainframe and its
associated database DB2 are not official parts of the FX Core,
the system relies on its functionalities, such as fetching of
account balances used for line-checks, and the final registra-
tion of trades, i.e., requests to move assets from one account
to another. It also contains organization information, such
as users and their access rights, which is used for authoriza-
tion purposes.

5.1.2 Integration

A wide variety of integration mechanisms and technologies
are used between components and to external clients. In the
following we provide a brief description.

� Proprietary external protocols from external clients and
providers of trade and line-check requests, to the
external APIs. Protocol messages are sent to the sys-
tem through a TCP socket established between the
providers and the external APIs. One of these propri-
etary protocols is the FIX protocol, which is used by
many financial institutions.

� .NET RPC over TCP is used to integrate some of the
internal components, RequestService, ForexAPI and
PushService.

� Messages via RabbitMQ is used to integrate the exter-
nal APIswith the ForexAPI.

� Web-service interface in the form of Windows Commu-
nication Foundation (WCF) and SOAP, provided by
the ForexAPI to some clients, including traders wish-
ing to manually fetch information.

� Mainframe calls are done over a proprietary RPC pro-
tocol on TCP sockets, and is used by most of the
services in the system, to integrate with functionality
and data in the mainframe.

� Database integration is used between ForexAPI and
RequestService for some functionalities, such as trade-
registration, meaning that instead of communicating
trade registration data directly, they do it indirectly
through the database. It is also used by some traders
and other external systems to fetch data directly
from the database.

5.1.3 Deployment

The system is deployed on three Windows Server hosts, in
three different Danske Bank data centers, as shown in
Fig. 3. Each component can potentially be deployed individ-
ually, as they are independent processes, but they are
always co-located both for availability reasons and for the
high coupling between them.

All the components hold local references to all instances
(replicas) of the services, on which they depend. This means
that, in case a co-located dependency should fail, compo-
nents can fail-over and establish a connection to another
instance, on another host. The external provider APIs all

Fig. 3. Illustration of how the older MA is deployed on Danske Bank
internal datacenters, which are connected via a VPN on a WAN. Three
servers are provisioned to run the system, and the whole systems is
replicated across the three servers. The mainframe and ForexData
database are not deployed together with the system, but are managed
by the IT department.
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run in active/passive fail-over, since only one socket per
external provider can be opened. If an external provider
API terminates, its connections will be taken over by one of
the passive replicated instances, hereby becoming active. The
problem with both types of fail-overs is that, once fail-over
has occurred and the failed component is alive again, the
dependants will not fall back. This can result in only a single
instance actually being active and serving the system,
should two previous nodes have failed, whether or not they
are alive again. Manual intervention is required to fall back
services to their co-located dependency-replica.

The RabbitMQ messaging system runs clustered across
all nodes, since it is responsible for routing messages. This
effectively functions as a load balancer of trade and line-
check requests from external providers. The clustering
ensures that no messages from external providers are
missed, should a RabbitMQ node terminate, maintaining the
at least once delivery guarantee provided by RabbitMQ. All
servers are manually maintained, hereby becoming snow-
flakes, i.e, manually configured hosts that increase the risk
of heterogeneous and non-replicable environments [28].
Deployment of components is automated with the continu-
ous integration system GoCD [29].

5.2 Scalability

The MA paradigm itself applies some scalability techniques.
First, the system is scaled horizontally by usage of multiple
hosts, as seen in Fig. 3, in a non-elastic way. Hosts are man-
ually configured, and services need to be configured upon
introduction of additional replicas since they hold internal
references to all dependency replicas. Therefore, although
possible, introducing additional hosts is too cumbersome to
face temporary needs.

Distribution of functionality into services has been imple-
mented, but such distribution does not result in high cohesion
and low coupling. This results in small degrees of load distribu-
tion, not significant enough to improve load scalability. The
usage of functionality distribution into thick clients is utilized,
meaning that clients handle a lot of logic for data inspection,
e.g., filtering, sorting and visualization, which relieves the
monolithic system from some load. In theory, thick clients
should enable better geographical scalability and lower
latency, as it reduces the amount of networked communica-
tion necessary between the ForexClient and FXCore. Instead,
the high coupling between ForexClient and RequestService
results in extensive communication.

The whole system is replicated and runs concurrently in
active/active mode across the three servers. The external
APIs are the only exception. Replicated in active/passive
mode, only a single replica is active at a time, as shown in
Fig. 3. This replication allows load to be split amongst repli-
cas, resulting in better load scalability. The replicas also act
as redundant instances hereby improving availability.

Since all trades and line-checks are independent they
can be executed concurrently. The trades are spread amongst
the replicated systems by RabbitMQ, somultiple trades can be
executed in parallel. Services such as RequestService, also use
multi-threading, in order to concurrently processes requests.

In order to achieve higher availability and throughput,
system clustering is applied to RabbitMQ messaging. Should
a RabbitMQ node terminate or become unavailable due to a

network partition, the cluster automatically handles parti-
tioning based on its consistency configuration. The Fore-
xData database is stored on a database cluster, externally
managed by the IT department, thus out of our scope.

The ForexBasicData component mirrors some data to Fore-
xData from the mainframes DB2. This is somewhat a cache,
as it speeds up access to some mainframe static data, but
not significantly fast as the database is not optimized for
fast reads. Additionally, many services use simple internal
memory caches to reduce latency on serving requests.

The Brewer’s CAP theorem [30], states that at any given
time it is impossible for a distributed system to simulta-
neously provide consistency, availability, and partition toler-
ance. In network partition scenarios, only the clustered
components are required to choose between consistency
and availability (i.e., only RabbitMQ since ForexData is an
external dependency). Since availability is desired, Rab-
bitMQ is configured to handle partitions with its auto-heal
feature, optimized for availability [31].

Fault tolerance is mainly implemented as part of the fail-
over mechanisms in replication, load-balancing and routing.
This ensures that if a component of the system fails, a rep-
lica is ready to take over its load.

Load balancing is mainly handled by RabbitMQ, which
distributes messages from the external APIs in a round-robin
manner among ForexAPI replicas. For other clients, e.g., the
ForexClient, load is determined by which host they have a
reference to, configurable on each client from a central man-
agement tool. Routing between the system components is
manually configured, so each instance of a component has a
list of all available replicas.

The MA has no centralized logs nor monitoring, but
instead relies on manual inspection and reports of erroneous
behavior from the users. All system components create local
logs, which are manually aggregated, searched, and investi-
gated by the developers as a post-mortem analysis (i.e., after
errors have occurred). Only one preventive monitoring is
done, by inspecting the size of RabbitMQ error queue. This is
wheremessages are located, when not handled successfully.

5.3 Achieved Characteristics and Goals
of the Monolith

Here we provide a summary of the (fully or partially)
achieved scalability characteristics.

Load scalability has been achieved, since it can handle load
up to the statically allocated resources limits. The system
can be expanded manually, in case more load occurs.

Geographical scalability has been partially achieved. Since
the system is accessed by external providers, and is not
latency critical, geographical scalability is mostly a question
of keeping the system available via the Internet. However,
components are highly coupled, resulting in extensive mes-
sage exchanges and reduced geographical scalability

Elasticity has not been achieved, since the infrastructure
cannot expand and contract based on load. Additionally, the
architecture is not suited for dynamic additions of resources
and replicas, as load balancing is mainly done by the
requester having references to all replicated dependencies.

Fault-tolerance is achieved to a limited degree, since the
system can handle faults with fail-over, but fall-back after a
component is alive again does not function optimally.
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High Availability is achieved to a limited degree, since the
system has implemented fault-tolerance mechanisms in the
form of redundant replicas, fail-over, and configuration of
RabbitMQ to prefer availability during network partitions.
That being said, since the system does not provide any cen-
tralized aggregation of health-checking, monitoring, or log-
ging, the system cannot act in a preventive manner, and this
could lead to reduced availability.

Weak Consistency is achieved by choosing availability over
strong consistency within RabbitMQ. ForexData is an external
transactional MS SQL database, which ensures that writes
are strongly consistent. The asynchronous at-least-once deliv-
ery guarantee, together with the strong consistency guarantee
ofMS SQL, results in an eventually consistent system.

Three main techniques have contributed to the scalability
goals. Throughput has been improved by implementing hori-
zontal scaling, replication, concurrency, and load-balancing.
Distribution of functionality has not contributed much to
throughput, as the components are highly coupled.

Availability has been improved through horizontal
scaling, replication, load-balancing, clustering, and fault-
tolerance. Accordingly to the CAP theorem, we configured
the clustering to prefer availability over consistency. Fixing
the fail-over mechanisms, as well as allowing the system to
act preventively on aggregated health-checking, monitoring
and logging, could lead to further improvements.

Latency has been improved by caching, load-balancing,
replication, and concurrency. Services tight coupling between,
and the use of many communication paradigms makes it
difficult to optimize latency even further. Distribution might
also have introduced some extra latency, since the system
can no longer rely on IPC for communication. Again, tight
coupling increases the messages exchange, simultaneously
introducing evenmore latency.

5.4 Problems

Beyond scalability, the system has some other problems
which motivated the team to design and implement a new
architecture from scratch. Below are some of the major prob-
lems with the old MA.

5.4.1 Large Components

As many organizations experience, functionality after func-
tionality, at some point the components grow too big. In
particular, the analyzed system suffers from monolithic
services that contain too many functionalities. This results
in unnecessary complexity, confusion on where to locate
new functionality and consequent hindered development.

As an example, RequestService suffers from size and con-
tains too many functionalities, some of which are even
shared with ForexAPI. As visible in Fig. 2, it interacts with
nearly all the system components, making it both a critical
and a too complex component to handle. Over time, this
resulted in low cohesion and high coupling, especially
between RequestService and ForexAPI.

5.4.2 Shared Components

Although the system is split into separate services, a lot of
functionalities are shared in the form of shared components,
as it can be seen in Fig. 2. Since the components are shared

across the services, updating a shared component can result
in forced updates across all services, as well as comprehen-
sive testing of such changes across all dependent compo-
nents. In turn, the more the shared components, the tighter
the coupling and the lower the cohesion, since the function-
alities are shared amongst dependent services. Simply put,
shared components are tempting, but lead to unclear
boundaries and unnecessary coupling.

5.4.3 The Mainframe

Due to the system age, a lot of the business logic and data
are located within the organization mainframe. The devel-
opers estimate that around 90 percent of the business logic
is still located in the mainframe. Clearly, this results in
some difficulties. First, most of the mainframe code is devel-
oped with old legacy technologies, such as Cobol and DB2,
and follows the imperative paradigm. Therefore, its struc-
ture is complex and nearly incomprehensible by any devel-
oper. Calls and dependencies criss-cross the system, with
no kind of management or overview, making extremely dif-
ficult to optimize the system. The mainframe is not an easy
component to replace, as it contains many core functionali-
ties. However, the developers have started to pull out some
functionalities and migrate them in external services, hereby
slowly abstracting the mainframe away and minimizing its
necessity over time. The FX Core MA was the first attempt
to decouple the mainframe.

5.4.4 Complex Deployment

Deployment is somewhat risky and a very intricate process.
Although the system has automated pipelines, the high cou-
pling between components and the usage of shared compo-
nents, makes deployment pipelines coupled and complex.
Updating a single component can result in the whole system
requiring a rebuild and redeployment, meaning that the
whole system now needs to be tested.

5.4.5 Organizational Culture and Unknown Dependants

DanskeBank is a huge organization and the systemhas a large
number of users outside the IT department, some of which
have the capabilities to develop their own solutions, depen-
dent on internal system components. An example is business
people which rely on the data found in ForexData. Since these
people are not educated in software architecture, they have
made the mistake of writing quick scripts that read data
directly from the database. Thismakes difficult for the team to
modify the database structure, since it might break unknown
important business processes. The team has already devel-
oped APIs for stakeholders and clients, but the transition is a
slow process. At some point the system needs clear bound-
aries, hindering similar practices that slow down develop-
ment andmight cause errors.

5.4.6 Multiple Communication and Integration

Paradigms

The system utilizes various integration and communication
paradigms. This makes communication and integration
between components unnecessarily complex, often result-
ing in violation and bad definition of interfaces. The usage
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of RPC and database integration also results in high coupling
between components. Often, services also communicate
directly and two-way, resulting in even higher coupling.

5.4.7 Technology Dependence

Monoliths also strongly limit the use of different technologies.
If a developer needs to develop a new feature within the
monolith, said developer is limited to the technologies the
monolith is already implemented in, although another tech-
nology might be a better fit, either for the feature or the devel-
oper’s expertise. Although the system is not one bigmonolith,
the choice of databases, integration paradigms, reliance on
shared components and choice of deployment platform, limits
the choice withinMicrosoft .NET platform. In turn, heavy reli-
ance on Microsoft technologies also limits the deployment
platform to Windows Server, which in general provides less
flexibility, compared to running on Linux servers.

5.4.8 Missing System Status Overview

Since the system does not have a central location and aggre-
gation of monitoring data, health-checks and logs, there is
no way to get an overview of the system status. This short-
age forces developers to manually investigate logs or the
messaging system, minimizing any opportunity to apply
preventive measures based on system warnings.

6 FX CORE MSA

The Danske Bank new FXCore architecture is based on the
MSA style and is intended to completely replace the oldMA.
This section will cover how Danske Bank FX Core team has
chosen to implement aMSA, thus giving an idea of how such
an architecture can be implemented in an enterprise setting.
This includes a description of the infrastructure as depicted
in Fig. 4, a brief description of the implemented services,
some of the additional architectural principles used, what
scalability techniques have been applied andwhat scalability
characteristics and goals have been achieved.

Danske Bank FX CoreMSA is hosted on private data-cen-
ters, i.e., not in the cloud. This means that new hosts can not
be provisioned and de-provisioned as rapidly and auto-
mated as in a cloud. It is in their interest to provide a private
cloud for systems to run in, but due to regulations on bank-
ing data, this is still work in progress. There are three data-
center locations in Denmark, which can be utilized to
achieve better availability and increased resilience to the
internal systems.

On the IT department roadmap there is the adoption of
the Red Hat OpenShift [32] Iaas/PaaS platform, on the inter-
nal data-centers. However, at the moment, the infrastruc-
ture consists of VMs ordered through a web-portal,
manually setup by the FX Core team.

6.1 Containerization

All services in Danske Bank FXCore architecture are hosted
in Linux Containers on the Docker Swarm cluster [21]. Con-
tainerization enables a whole suite of tools, provided by
Docker platform. Docker Compose, for example, allows the
deploy the entire architecture with a single command, so
that developers define all service dependencies and deploy
them for local testing during development. Services are
deployed locally, since they are running in containers, but
their environments are exactly as if deployed to production.

All container images are hosted on an internal Docker
Registry, a central repository for container images, where
the official registry is hub.docker.com [33]. New images
are deployed to the internal registry when a new version of
a service is successfully built and tested by the continuous
integration system. Furthermore, the services images inherit
from infrastructure and base images hosted on the same
hub. A list of all FX Core images can be retrieved with a
search within the local registry.

6.2 Automation

All services in the architecture, including infrastructural
clusters, has an automated continuous integration and contin-
uous deployment (CICD) pipeline on their internally hosted
GoCD server [29]. The GoCD platform offers a simple inter-
face, which gives an overview and interaction with build-
ing, testing and deployment. The tooling which comes with
the orchestration system Docker Swarm, has APIs which ena-
bles automation of many infrastructural tasks, such as roll-
ing updates. These are utilized by the CICD system,
combined with checks on correct functioning.

6.3 Orchestration

All deployment and execution of services, in containers, is
managed by Docker Swarms orchestration on the swarm clus-
ter. Swarm uses the notion of a service which is an aggre-
gation of containers, meaning that multiple replicas of the
service containers are treated as a single swarm service,
also called managed containers. An example of this can be
seen in Fig. 6, where the service trading-service has
multiple replicated containers, i.e., trading-service.1
and trading-service.2, but service discovery and per-
sistence in the same database, allows them to act as a single
service. The swarm cluster is also managed by Swarm and
hosts all services on the cluster. The orchestration tooling

Fig. 4. The new FX Core MSA. Red services are infrastructure services,
green are foundation services, blue are business services and the yellow
is external provider APIs. Databases in the diagram should be seen as
database management systems (DBMS), meaning that although four
services use PostgreSQL they all have their own standalone database
within the DBMS.
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also handles service discovery and load balancing, and has
web and command line interfaces which can be used for
automation of rolling updates, scaling etc.

6.4 Clustering

Clustering is one of the primary techniques used in the FX
Core. The architecture runs across five virtual hosts located
in the three data-centers. On the hosts a Docker Swarm clus-
ter has been setup, with each host acting as a Swarm Node.
This allows the three container engines on the Swarm Nodes,
i.e., Docker Engines, to act as a single engine, allowing con-
tainers to run spread across the cluster. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6 Since Swarm is also a container orchestration system,
it provides the features mentioned in Section 3.

Docker Swarm [21] allows for overlay networking, which
enables the developers to define internal networks which is
used to communicate between service containers, which all
expose their ports to the internal network. Docker Swarm also
allows formanagement of storage volumes, which are spread
across the cluster nodes and are used to persist data from
databases andRabbitMQ. The cluster allows for dynamic join-
ing and leaving of Swarm nodes, and automatically rebalances
location of services to efficiently use resources.

Beyond clustering the container engines, some of the
services also utilize clustering. This includes the messag-
ing system RabbitMQ, monitoring system Icinga and all

databases, i.e., Redis, Cassandra and PostgreSQL. These
services use clustering mostly due to requirements to their
availability, since they are critical components of the infra-
structure. Therefore all infrastructure service clusters are
deployed with a service cluster node on at least one Swarm
cluster node in each datacenter (as depicted in Fig. 5). Ensur-
ing that the system can keep running as long as a single data-
center is available and has an active Swarm cluster node.

6.5 Load Balancing and Service Discovery

Service discovery is implemented as part of Swarm, which
ensures that service hostname lookups from containers are
translated into IPs of concrete containers. Since RabbitMQ is
used to communicate between services, Swarms service dis-
covery is only used by services requesting infrastructure
services. RabbitMQ knows of services which have actively
subscribed to one of its queues, hereby not needing service
discovery. Load balancing is therefore required to be imple-
mented by both RabbitMQ and Swarm service discovery.

RabbitMQ implements load balancing by distributing
messages between subscribers to a queue, hereby spreading
load between them. Usually all replicas of a service sub-
scribe to the same queue, and they can hereby share the
load. This is usually done in a round-robin, distributing mes-
sages to replicas in sequential order. RabbitMQ queues rely
on acknowledgements upon successful processing of a mes-
sage. Should a replica not acknowledge a message, it will
simply be handed to the next replica, ensuring the message
is processed at-least-once. In the case no replica can handle
the message, it will be sent to an error queue, hereby notify-
ing the developers. RabbitMQ can be configured to distrib-
ute messages in other ways if load balancing is not needed,
which is done upon creation of a queue.

Swarm utilizes the built-in service discovery to balance
load between replicated service containers. When a service

Fig. 6. Load balancing is implemented in two places in the infrastructure,
as part of RabbitMQ message distribution between replicas and as part
of Docker Swarm built-in service discovery. In this diagram, when a
trading-service replica sends a request to redis, Swarm will
translate the message to one of the replicas, e.g., redis.1, redis.2
or redis.3. Since all three replicas run in a cluster, they ensure that
state is shared and consistent amongst each other.

Fig. 5. Danske Bank MSA is deployed in three datacenters. The
operating system on all hosts is Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7,
which has been configured to open network ports for the installedDocker
Engines to run and communicate. The Docker Engines are configured to
run as a cluster, i.e., each in Swarm Mode as part of the Swarm Cluster.
The infrastructure services, such as databases and messaging software,
here Redis and RabbitMQ, are configured to run on at least one host
in each datacenter, and do so in clusters. Services running in active/
passive failover, such as the TradingAPI services here, also run
replicated across the cluster.
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hostname is requested, Swarm translates to an IP of a replica
container. For now, this is done in a round-robin fashion, but
one might consider translating based on proximity, i.e., to
co-located replicas to reduce latency, or based on load, i.e.,
to least busy replicas to improve throughput.

An illustration of RabbitMQ and Swarm load balancing,
can be found in Fig. 6.

6.6 Services

Here will give a short overview of the services within the
system, how they are implemented, how they integrate and
their different fail-over modes, which are important to how
they are scaled. The services’ responsibilities and function-
ality will not be covered in depth, but it should be apparent
from their naming.

6.6.1 Integration

All services written by Danske Bank integrate via message-
based choreography, as it is asynchronous and decouples serv-
ices entirely. The chosenmessaging system is RabbitMQ [24],
which provides configurable publish/subscribe mechanisms
in the form of messaging exchanges, queues, and bindings
between these two. Typically, a producer service pushes
messages to an exchange component, whereas consumer
services pull messages from a queue. Between exchanges
and queues occur bindings, which define how messages are
distributed from the exchange component to one (or more)
queues, based on message metadata. This decouples serv-
ices from each other and makes all communication between
them asynchronous.

Queues function as a load balancer between consuming
replicas of specific services. When a queue is shared among
services replicas, each replica gets messages in a round-robin
manner, as shown in Fig. 6. RabbitMQ supports acknowl-
edgements from consumers, so if a message is not acknowl-
edged after a predefined timeout it is redistributed to another
replica. If the redistribution happens too many times, the
message is forwarded to an error queue. Acknowledgements
are put in place, in order to ensure that all messages are
handled eventually and if not the developers will be notified
from the error queue.

6.6.2 Fail-Over Modes

All the services are categorised into two failover modes,
which not only describes how the services handle failure,
but also helps define how they are run in production.

Active/Active failover means that multiple service replicas
can run alongside each other, providing better scalability
through load sharing. Besides, if one replica fails others can
take over its intended load, while the failed one recovers.
This can also be used for rolling updates, where replicas are
updated one at a time, resulting in zero-downtime updates.

Active/Passive failover means that only a single instance
of a service can be running at a time. Therefore it cannot be
scaled by replication, but only by increasing resources, i.e.,
vertical scaling. During runtime a passive service will be
idling until the active service fails, and the passive service
will become active and take over the workload from
the failed service. The same approach applies to updates,
where a new version of the service will be deployed and

take over the old versions workload when ready, hereby
letting the old service terminate.

6.6.3 Foundation Services

These services function as the foundation of the architec-
ture, meaning that they implement supportive functions
and not business related functionalities. They implement
centralized logging and monitoring, centralized service con-
figuration and handling of active/passive failover. All of these
services run in active/active failover, meaning they can be
replicated and run concurrently:LoggingService, Moni-
toringService, ConfigurationService, FailoverService, Data-
SyncService, TracingService.

6.6.4 Business Services

These are the services that are actually implementing busi-
ness logic. They process trades, line-checks and authorization
of actions in the system. This is mainly the group of services
which will be expanded before deployment to production.
All of these services also run in active/active failover, meaning
they can also be replicated and run concurrently: Linecheck-
Service, TradingService, ResponsibilityService, AuthService.

6.6.5 Infrastructure Services

All of these services make up the infrastructure of the archi-
tecture, which includes messaging, monitoring, logging and
databases. All of these infrastructure services run in clus-
ters, to provide high availability and better performance,
i.e., load scalability.

� Elasticsearch stores logs and health check data from
services.

� Icinga aggregates, visualizes and inspects monitoring
data.

� Kibana aggregates, searches and inspects logs from
all services.

� PostgreSQL is a database used by most of the services
which require persistence.

� RabbitMQ is the main messaging system, used by all
services.

� Cassandra is a database used by the TracingService.
� Redis is used as a cache for static data from the

mainframe database.
� cAdvisor is used to retrieve performance metrics

about containers and hosts, from the Swarm cluster
nodes.

6.6.6 External API Services

These services provide interfaces to the external providers
of trades and line-checks. Their main task is to have an open
socket to the providers, translate the messages they receive
on proprietary protocols to a standard format that can be
fed to the system, via RabbitMQ. They are all active/passive
as a provider typically only provides a single socket. The
names of the concrete services will not be mentioned, as
they are confidential.

7 MA VERSUS MSA

After having presented both architectures, we will now dis-
cuss the migration process how they differ in handling the
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effects of scale. Beyond comparing their scalability, this
section will also explain how the new MSA copes with the
problems we have presented for the MA.

7.1 Migration Process and Principles

In Section 8 we will emphasize the key aspects that are rele-
vant to the migration, and that could help to replicate the
process within another organization. Here we focus on the
process of migration itself, showing how the MA was con-
verted into MSA and what principles have been followed to
divide a complex business service into multiple microservi-
ces. First, as we will repeat in the lesson learned, the sce-
nario has to be business-driven and outside-in, meaning led
by the necessity of the stakeholders, and in a precise order
elicited through conversations with them. In our work, the
business functionalities were defined mostly by communi-
cating with forex traders and were iteratively added accord-
ing to the level of priority for the business itself. The
complexity of the whole system is therefore addressed out-
side-in, therefore not moved by internal needs of the hosting
organization. The migration was performed manually, con-
sidering each specific functionality and identifying whether
it should have resulted in a new service or not.

The divide et impera principle that emerged in our work
can be synthesized as follows, as result of empirical experi-
ence: when a business functionality is isolated and sufficiently
big, or shared among many other business functionalities, it
should result in a new service. As we will discuss later, often
the iterative approach was necessary and some functionali-
ties were included in the same service, before splitting them
on a successive iteration. This approach has at least one
advantage and one disadvantage: on the positive side it pro-
gressively distances the team from the legacy system, avoid-
ing the implementation of a distributed monolith; on the
negative side, “sufficiently big” is a fuzzy and highly subjec-
tive definition. In this case, we have to keep in mind that the
process is business-driven and, considering business priori-
ties, it is generally clear how to identify the functionalities
which need to be often updated and redeployed, therefore
worth to become a new standalone service.

7.2 Effects of Scale

Both architectures apply techniques to achieve a certain
degree of scalability, which ensures they can cope with the
effects of scale. In the following, we will discuss how they
differ in handling these effects.

Availability is handled better by the MSA, since the MA
has problems with fall-back after a fail-over. They have
both applied techniques to improve availability, but the
MSA loose coupling and reliance on replication and load-
balancing of individual services has ensured availability
will not be affected by scale.

Reliability may become an issue at scale since both archi-
tectures integrate components with unreliable networked
communication. In theMSA, all integration between services
rely on RabbitMQwhich can be configured to ensure reliable
transfer of messages [31]. This may apply to the APIs used
to integrate with infrastructure services as well. The simpler
integration in theMSA, combinedwith its principle of design-
ing for failure, could result in better tackling of reliability at

large scale. Additionally the use of containerized and inde-
pendent environments of the individual microservices,
should also provide the same reliability between local testing
and deployment. This is not the case with the monolithic
components, which are run directly on the developers
machines for testing, and server OS for deployment.

System Load is handled in both architectures by horizon-
tally scaling the hosts and load-balancing between replicas,
thus spreading overall system load between hosts. One might
also argue that the MSA, although distributed, ensures
through loose coupling that messaging does not create too
much network traffic. Elasticity also ensures that theMSA can
make use of extra allocated resources, which could be used to
reduce system load on individual hosts, when needed.

Complexity is handled better by the MSA, although more
distributed and thus with more moving parts. This is mainly
due to its high cohesion, low coupling, extensive monitoring
and logging, and reliance on automation. All of this contrib-
ute to reduced complexity in structure, separation of respon-
sibilities, and deployment. This is likely to endure over time,
as the architecture is optimized to evolve by services addi-
tion. Conversely, the MA exhibits high coupling between
large components, making structure and services integration
complex, without a clear separation of responsibilities. The
variety of integration patterns also contributes to such com-
plexity and, although automated, deployment is still a com-
plex process due to shared components. Furthermore, the
missing centralized logging and monitoring makes complex
to keep thewhole system running.

Administrative costs are greatly reduced in the MSA as it
relies on orchestration tooling, automation and extensive
centralized monitoring and logging. The MA requires more
manual work to keep running at large scale, as deployments
are more complex, there is no centralized monitoring, and
the server environments are manually maintained.

Consistency in both systems is simply kept weak, or more
precisely eventual. This also ensures that the system can be
kept highly available at large scale, although network parti-
tions might occur.

Heterogeneity is effectively handled by the MSA due to
the use of containerized environments, which results in
highly portable services. This is also substantiated by its
ability to be deployed to heterogeneous infrastructure, such
as differently sized hosts. On the other hand, MA is less por-
table as it requires a specifically configured and maintained
environment, in this particular case a Windows Server.
Besides, it requires homogeneous infrastructure (i.e., same
amount of resources), since the whole architecture is repli-
cated on each and every host.

From the above analysis, it results evident that, in gen-
eral, FX CoreMSA scales better than the MA version.

7.3 Solving Monolithic Problems

Let us now see how the MSA has improved or solved some
of the problems identified in the MA.

Large Components. The large components of the MA
which were highly coupled, had overlapping responsibili-
ties and integrated in a multitude of ways, have been substi-
tuted with several independent microservices. Just the
name of the services reveal their responsibility and they are
generally way smaller compared to the large monolithic
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services. They do not integrate directly, resulting in looser
coupling and less chance of feature overlapping in the
future. As an example, trade-registration and line-checks
were handled both by ForexAPI and RequestService amongst
almost all other functionality in the MA. In the MSA a Tra-
dingService and a LineCheckService are handling these tasks
individually instead. This is the case with all other function-
alities in the MSA, resulting in low coupling, high cohesion
and small services.

Shared Components. The shared component were many in
the MA, but in the MSA, this has been reduced to only one
shared component, the Lambda framework. Lambda is very
minimal and is only meant to be a framework to connect to
the infrastructure and provide standard formatting meth-
ods for e.g., messages, logs and health-checks.

The Mainframe. The mainframe will still be attached for a
while in the MSA, but over time the functionalities from the
mainframe will be implemented as new services. In turn,
this will result in all Forex functionalities being extracted,
totally decoupling the mainframe from the system. For
now, the impact of the mainframe has been reduced by
caching.

Complex Deployment. Since the microservices are indepen-
dent, loosely coupled and isolated components, they can be
deployed individually, without affecting the other compo-
nents. There is no dependency hell and the only shared com-
ponent is Lambda. Even when Lambda is updated, all the
services are not necessarily required to update, since they
run in their own containerized environments and do not
directly share any dependencies, i.e., libraries. This makes
deployment very simple and the usage of Docker and Linux
containers ensures that services run in the same environ-
ment during local testing, on test servers and in production.

Organisational Culture and Unknown Dependants. The
whole re-implementation brings other benefits with it than
a new MSA. It also allows the team to kill all paths into the
system, which they do not control. Since the team controls
the whole infrastructure with Docker, including databases
and ports open to outside clients, the team can eliminate all
unwanted access. This allows the team to develop open
APIs for clients and traders in the bank to use, thus elimi-
nating direct database queries and the like. This gives the
team full ownership and control of internal implementation
details.

Multiple Communication and Integration Paradigms. Inter-
nally the microservices integrate only via messaging on Rab-
bitMQ. Due to using message-based choreography the services
do not call each other directly, thus resulting in very low
coupling and no interfaces to violate. The system does com-
municate to external systems via other paradigms, such as
the proprietary protocols to external providers and future
REST APIs, but this does not compromise internal system
complexity. The integration between services and their
infrastructure dependencies, does not result in internally
complexity either, as it is not used for any integration
between business or foundation services.

Technology Dependence. The team aimed for a polyglot
architecture, meaning that it is not technology dependent.
The team is no longer dependent on the .NET platform or
MS SQL databases, but can implement the services in what-
ever language they like. One might argue that they are just

becoming dependent on other technologies, such as Docker,
but Linux containers are becoming a standard through the
Open Container Initiative [34].

Missing System Status Overview. The MSA has centralized
logging in the form of LoggingService, ElasticSearch and
Kibana, allowing for aggregation of logs from all services.
The same applies to monitoring implemented with theMon-
itoringService, Icinga and cAdvisor, allowing for aggregated
monitoring of metrics. Centralizing and aggregating both
logs and monitoring, gives the team a complete system sta-
tus overview, allowing them to act proactively on suspi-
cious and faulty behaviour.

8 CONCLUSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

An increasing interest is growing around the idea of micro-
services, and companies are evaluating pros and cons of a
complex migration. Not every business domain is affected
the same way by the necessity of migrating legacy systems.
In particular, financial institutions are positioned in a diffi-
cult situation due to the economic climate, but even more
by the appearance of small players that grew big fast in
recent times, such as alternative payment systems that can
also navigate in a more flexible (and less regulated) legal
framework. Evolution is necessary to stay competitive.
When compared with companies (such as Paypal) that
started their activities using innovative technologies as a
business foundation, in order to scale and deliver value, old
banking institutions appear outdated with regards to tech-
nology standards. The Danske Bank system itself was
largely monolithic and mostly batch-based, generally deal-
ing with an heterogeneity of data sources. For example,
batch jobs were in place to balance books between depart-
ments, and to analyze trades aiming to detect fraudulent
behaviors. Nowadays, customers expect to conduct online
most of their operations but, even if mobile banking applica-
tions can be built from scratch according to agile and
DevOps principles, data dependencies still apply. It is easy
to see that, if the core banking legacy system is based on
batch jobs, huge performance bottlenecks can be expected.
A MSA solution, like the one developed for Danske Bank, is
capable of increasing the agility of the whole company.

The re-engineering of the system discussed in this paper
led to reduced complexity, lower coupling, higher cohesion,
and a simplified integration. Comparing the two architec-
tural designs, we have seen how microservices led to better
scalability and solved the major problems caused by the MA
solution. Although the comparison did not include quantita-
tive metrics, the implementation of specific techniques has
been used as an argument in support of increased scalability.

There are a few points worth emphasizing about the
migration process, which may be useful to engineers and
specialist that have to cope with similar problems. First, our
approach was incremental and we would generally suggest
to follow this line starting from a proof-of-concept and then
generalizing into a replicable process. Approaching a legacy
system that served successfully its purposes for literally
decades does not seem to be advisable, independently from
howmuch support is received by top management.

Instead of starting with several services, developing
functionalities in a single one allows the team and the
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organization to uniform the vision, but also the understand-
ing of the specific approach and of the coding standard. A
split into two or more services will then appear natural.
Second, use of agile methodologies, in any declination of
the concept, suits particularly well the migration process.
However, for this to be effective it is necessary that the
company has already an established agile culture, otherwise
risks and threat to success may sum up. In this sense
the incremental approach and the agile culture go together,
operating the development sprint by sprint.

Third, DevOps and MSA appear to be an indivisible pair
for organizations aiming at delivering applications and
services at high velocity. The philosophy may be introduced
in the company with adequate training, but only if certain
technological, organizational and cultural prerequisites are
present [35]. If not, the prerequisites should be developed.
Investing in DevOps is a good idea in general, and after a
migration of this kind is even more crucial.

Fourth, the order in which the migration is performed is
important. Even if the whole system will be migrated, it is
advisable to focus first on those parts that are important for
relevant stakeholders and their specific business. In this
case, we designed and implemented one business function-
ality at a time, following an order defined together with
forex traders, and iteratively integrated them accordingly to
the level of priority for the business itself.

Fifth and last, although somehow obvious, things should
follow appropriate communication patterns. This is a pre-
rogative of any business and any process, so it does not add
much to the discussion, but it is important to organize the
channel through which the information is passed, in order
to avoid work duplication or lack of synchronization.

The future will see a growing attention regarding themat-
ters discussed in this paper, and the development of new
programming languages intended to address the microser-
vice paradigm [8]. Object-Oriented programming brought
fresh ideas in the last decades, and the expectation is that a
comparable shift may be just ahead of us. Innovative engi-
neering is always looking for adequate tools to model and
verify software systems, as well as support developers in
deploying correct software. As we have demonstrated in this
paper, MSA is an effective paradigm to cope with scalability.
However, the paradigm still misses a conceptual model able to
support engineers since the early phases of development. In
the following, we describe a set of research challenges that a
complete software-engineering approach (within the micro-
services field)must cover in the next years.

Tomake the engineering process of a microservices-based
application efficient, we need a uniform way to model autono-
mous and heterogeneous microservices, at a level of abstraction
that allows for easy interconnection through dynamic rela-
tions. Eachmicroservice must have a partial view on the sur-
rounding operational environment (i.e., system knowledge)
and at the same time must be able to be specialized/refined
and adapted to face different requirements, user needs, con-
text-changes, andmissing functionalities.

An important feature of dynamic and context-aware ser-
vice-based systems is the possibility of handling at run-time
extraordinary/improbable situations (e.g., context changes,
availability of functionalities, trust negotiation), instead of
analyzing such situations at design-time and pre-embedding

the corresponding recovery activities. The intrinsic charac-
teristics of microservice architectures make possible to
nicely model run-time dependability concepts, such as
“self-protecting” and “self-healing” systems [36]. To make
this feasible, we should enable microservices to monitor
their operational environment and trigger adaptation needs
each time a specific system property is violated. To cover the
aforementioned research challenges, we already started to
define a roadmap [37] that includes an initial investigation
on how Domain Objects [38] could be an adequate formalism
both to capture the peculiarity of MSA, and to support the
software development since the early stages.
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